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HOW ADVERTISING INTERMEDIATION WORKS



1. Advertising intermediation: a platform market
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THE ADVERTISING CHANNELS



1. The advertising channels
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GAFAM AS INTERMEDIARIES



GAFAM



RELEVANT MARKET



1. Switzerland

‣ RPW 2007/1, p. 113 f.: Definition of audiovisual market on the basis of the flexibility of 
advertising intermediaries and marketers in changing their offerings

‣ RPW 2007/2, p. 190 et seq: Differentiation of the intermediation of print 
advertising from other audiovisual media categories

‣ RPW 2009/3, p. 245 et seq: Distinction between online and audiovisual 
advertising intermediation without further justification

‣ RPW 2016/1 p. 299 ff.: Reference to unpublished practice delimiting radio and TV 
advertising intermediation

‣ Geographical market: national, for radio advertising intermediation language-regional

 Segementation in each media category & further
subdivision



2. EU

‣ Google/DoubleClick – COMP/M.4731, 11.03.2008
‣ Separate market for online advertising intermediation
‣ Potential distinction between online search and online non-search advertisement
‣ Geographical market: at least EEA-wide
‣ Market shares of Google in 2006: 40-60% in the market of online advertising intermediation

with a volume up to 2.08 billion EUR EEA-wide
‣ Microsoft/Yahoo! Search Engine Business – COMP/M.5727, 18.02.2010

‣ Confirmation of Google/DoubleClick

 Market definition differs from Swiss practice



WHY A MEDIA-BASED DELIMITATION IS NO 
LONGER APPLICABLE



1. Overview
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2. Example: Intermediation of cinema advertisement
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online media
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CONSEQUENCES



1. Market shares and consequences
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‣ The chart does not include money made
by GAFAM

‣ Through today's market definition 
practice, competition authorities qualify 
companies as dominant that are many 
times smaller than GAFAM

"The problem in the online space is that 
online advertising is not going to the 

domestic online offerings, it's going to the 
foreign big players like Google and 

Facebook." 
- Simonetta Sommaruga

Source: media.focus



SUGGESTED FUTURE MARKET DEFINITION



Suggested future market definition
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